The role of oxidative stress in hepatic ischemia-reperfusion injury: potential target for interventions in liver transplantation
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Abstract

Liver transplantation is the definitive therapy for most patients with end-stage liver failure. During this surgical procedure, hepatic ischemia-reperfusion is an unavoidable phenomenon known to be involved in graft injury, often resulting in postoperative complications and liver dysfunction. Although the pathophysiology behind ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) comprises various mechanisms, oxidative stress (OS) has been recognized as a key factor. The aims of this review are to provide an updated overview of the role of OS in liver IRI, providing some bases for therapeutic interventions based on counteracting the OS-related mechanism of injury and thus suggesting novel possible strategies in the prevention of IRI in liver transplants.

Introduction

Orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) has become a lifesaving procedure for patients with end-stage liver disease or hepatocellular carcinoma. In this complex surgical process, reperfusion of the hypoxic tissue is an unavoidable phenomenon that aggravates the ischemic insult, causing harmful ischemic-reperfusion injury (IRI). Liver IRI is associated with postoperative graft dysfunction, transplant rejections and may increase the risk of organ failure [1]. This situation is a major problem, especially considering that there is a shortage of liver donors. Indeed, in 2018, 13,295 patients in the USA were waiting for a liver transplant, but only 8,250 procedures were performed, indicating a shortage of about 5,000 per year [2]. This plight has promoted the extension of donor organ criteria, so that suboptimal grafts, such as older, steatotic, dead-brain or non-heart-beating donors can be used for liver transplantation, as well as organs that have been subjected to prolonged periods of warm and cold storage [3]. However, these organs are particularly susceptible to IRI as a result of damage throughout the processes of procurement, preservation and surgery [4-8]. In summary, IRI not only contributes to the organ shortage (as organs might be deemed too damaged for the transplant) but also may damage remote vital organs [9], incur multiple organ failures, graft non-function, and acute or chronic rejection [10]. Despite the obvious clinical relevance of these data, the mechanisms accounting for organ IRI have not been elucidated [11,12]. Nevertheless, oxidative stress (OS) has been recognized as a key factor [13]. The aims of this review are to present an updated outlook of the role of OS in liver IRI, providing some foundations for therapeutic interventions based on counteracting the OS-related mechanism of injury and thus suggesting novel possible strategies for prevention of IRI in liver transplants.

Role of oxidative stress in liver transplantation

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are physiologically generated in an intrinsic way in every aerobic organism. In this process, mitochondria are the most important source of their production [14]. ROS comprises oxygen free radicals, such as hydroxyl radicals, peroxyl radicals, and superoxide anion, along with non-radicals like hypochlorous acid, hydrogen peroxide and ozone [15]. Those compounds are able to cause damage to DNA as well as peroxidation of unsaturated fatty acids in cellular membranes, thus disrupting cellular integrity. Furthermore, lipid peroxyl radicals react with other lipids, nucleic acids and proteins, heightening damage [3]. To prevent this from occurring, there are endogenous defense mechanisms against ROS, which include enzymatic antioxidant defenses (such as superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px)), and non-enzymatic compounds (beta-carotene, ascorbate, glutathione (GSH) and a-tocopherol). However, if ROS production increases enough to overwhelm the antioxidant defense system the cell undergoes oxidative stress. This can also happen if the cellular antioxidant systems are depleted [16]. During a liver transplant, the interruption of blood inflow followed by reperfusion produces an abrupt increase in ROS, disrupting balance and causing oxidative stress and generally inflammatory progressions. It has been shown that ROS are able to both trigger and modulate the allograft failure following OLT, by producing microvascular dysfunction and parenchymal injury [17]. Moreover, during the early stage of reperfusion, Kupffer cells (KC) are activated, modifying their morphology together with increasing ROS production [18]. In experimental models, ROS released from KC contribute to release inflammatory mediators, trigger the process of
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neutrophils recruitment and even are able to induce diverse signaling pathways, culminating in cell death due to necrosis and/or apoptosis. All these pathophysiological events result in circulatory disturbances responsible for enhancing liver damage. [19-22]. At the cellular level, the mechanisms of ROS in liver IRI involve an increased expression of proinflammatory genes (TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8 or cell adhesion molecules) [11], a response mediated by the induction of transcription factors such as nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB) and protein activator factor-1 (AP-1) [23]. In addition, it should be considered other mechanisms as the direct cell injury by protein oxidation and degradation, lipid peroxidation and DNA damage [24], direct induction of cell death (both apoptotic and necrotic) [25] and inactivation of antiproteases [24]. Early effects of IRI are shown on Figure 1.

Antioxidants and liver ischemia-reperfusion injury

Firstly, there are compounds with a direct antioxidant effect, such as vitamin E and C. Vitamin E is a lipid-soluble antioxidant capable of removing peroxyl radicals [26]. It also enhances the levels of GSH and ameliorates the α-tocopherol/lipid ratio in the liver [27], normalizes the 8-epi-prostaglandin F2α [28] and avoids the activation of NF-kB [29], constituting itself as the most powerful antioxidant [30]. Studies in obese mice have shown that administration of α-tocopherol before a period of ischemia-reperfusion decreases mortality [31]. In cirrhotic patients, vitamin E concentrations were significantly lower than in control subjects. Nevertheless, after liver transplantation, the levels of vitamin E remain altered, even in the late post-operative period [30]. In addition, vitamin C (also known as ascorbic acid) is a hydrophilic antioxidant, unstable in water solutions. Its derivative ascorbic acid-2 glucoside (AA-2G) is a better therapeutic option, due to its greater stability and unstable in water solutions. Its derivative ascorbic acid-2 glucoside (AA-2G) is a better therapeutic option, due to its greater stability and is unstable in water solutions. Its derivative ascorbic acid-2 glucoside (AA-2G) is a better therapeutic option, due to its greater stability and is unstable in water solutions.

Antioxidants would influence the allograft function after OLT [27]. Indeed, it has been reported that treatment with ascorbic acid alone also would be protective against IRI [34]. Secondly, there are compounds that can act as indirect antioxidants by inducing low increases in ROS levels; polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty acids (n-3 PUFAs) as alpha linolenic acid (ALA) [precursor of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA)], [35] are essential lipids that must be obtained from the diet. It has been shown that these compounds have a wide range of mechanisms and several effects such as anti-inflammatory actions [36,37] and endothelial cell protection [38-40]. A meta-analysis evidenced that DHA administration decreases postoperative complications after partial hepectomy and reduces hospital stays [41]. Furthermore, in mice, n-3 PUFAs improved regeneration and function after partial hepectomy [42], decreased necrosis and malondialdehyde levels (an oxygen radical-induced product of lipid peroxidation), enhanced GSH levels, CAT and SOD activities and attenuated proinflammatory cytokines production [43].

Novel therapeutic approaches

During the last years, a series of therapeutic strategies based on counteracting the OS-related mechanism of injury has been proposed to prevent IRI in OLT. These strategies comprise ischemic pre-conditioning, hydrogen-rich solution, Peroxiredoxin-6, propofol, proteasome inhibitors, among others, being tested in mice and/or humans with some promising results, such as an improvement of the redox imbalance, a decrease of apoptosis and a reduction in the inflammatory process [44-48]. Therefore, the modulation of oxidative stress by reinforcing the antioxidant defense system, would be an effective therapeutic target to improve the performance of liver transplantation. Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that antioxidants would influence the allograft function after OLT [27]. Thus, antioxidants supplementation would be a safe and low-cost therapeutic approach that, based on the aforementioned studies and OS-related mechanisms in IRI, could be a cost-effective strategy feasible to improve the outcome of patients undergoing a liver transplantation. Previously, this strategy was used in ameliorating the effects of ischemia/reperfusion in hearts of patients subjected to cardiac surgery with extracorporeal circulation. The intervention was based on the
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synergistic effect between vitamins (C and E) and n-3 PUFAs (EPA and DHA in a 1:2 ratio). OS amelioration was accompanied by a decreased myocardial vulnerability to the oxidative challenge known to happen during ischemia–reperfusion injury [49]. This experience could serve to lay the foundations of future clinical research regarding other phenomena linked to IRI, such as liver dysfunction after transplantation.

Concluding remarks

The IRI following OLT remains a major problem in clinical practice, due to its involvement in post-operative complications, graft dysfunction, transplant rejections and increased risk of organ failure. Nevertheless, oxidative stress has been recognized as a key factor. Consequently, evidence suggests that novel therapies, such as those based on antioxidant defense system reinforcement, might improve the patient’s clinical outcome after this procedure. The administration of vitamin C and E plus n-3 PUFAs generate a synergistic effect that could provide a useful, low risk and economic alternative treatment in the near future. Nevertheless, the mechanisms behind organ IRI are not fully understood, leading to highlight the importance to continue investigating in order to clarify the role of all the factors involved in the protective mechanism and design protocols accounting for more precise and complete therapeutic strategies.
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